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- different sync policies are possible: allway sync
supports single schedule synchronization and
batch synchronization; - the user can choose a
particular schedule such as daily, weekly, or

monthly ; - the user can choose to exclude certain
file types from being synced or synced only to a

specific location/server (for example
synchronization between desktop pc and laptop

will not synchronize the documents in the
documents folder); - restoring the synchronization
state in the event of failure in the synchronization

process of a single file is supported; - the
synchronization process of an incomplete

synchronization is supported; - maximum file size
and maximum number of files are not limited; -

new! support of synchronization using zip
archives; - new! support of synchronization using

ms skydrive; - the synchronization mechanism can
be adjusted during the synchronization process

depending on the situation by a user; - support of
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synchronizing between an allway sync sync server
and a portable version of the program is now
possible; - added support of synchronization

between bitcoin wallets; - added support of a new
sync-to-local option that the synchronizer will

automatically sync files to windows ce devices; -
added support of synchronization of files with
some international characters; - added new

options to export files and folders for
backup/restore and synchronization to/from

skydrive; - added support of synchronization of
data in dropbox folders; - multiple bugfixes and

minor improvements;

FULL Allway Sync 16.0.1 Pro

Allway Sync is intended to be entirely open-
source, but is also available on a “buy a license”

model. There is nothing preventing you from
providing your own warranty or support for Allway

Sync. If you provide your own warranty or
support, you have exclusive rights to those

provisions. You must, however, share the cost of
those rights and provide a “License Agreement”
to all other users, upon request. This license is

provided to you “AS-IS” and WITHOUT WARRANTY
of any kind, express or implied, arising from a
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contractual relationship or otherwise. In no event
shall the Licensor be liable for any damages

whatsoever arising out of the use or execution of
Allway Sync, even if the Licensor has been
advised of the possibility of such damages.

Without limiting the foregoing, nothing contained
in this License Agreement shall be construed as a
waiver of the Licensor’s rights to assert a claim
against the user for a violation of law or right of

any sort. The Licensor may provide a Notice,
which will be provided to you through the

Licensor’s website or other mechanism, advising
that your use of Allway Sync may be subject to

additional warranty or liability restrictions. If you
wish to make changes to the software, you may
obtain a copy of the source code at any time at
www.allwaysynccheck.com . The source code is
licensed under the GNU General Public License
version 2.0. The option to include source code
with the purchased license is in addition to the
terms of the License. The GNU General Public

License version 2 is in effect. 5ec8ef588b
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